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“Putting Others Above Yourself”

Together may
we give our
children the
roots to grow
and
the wings to fly

Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit. Rather, in humility value others above yourselves.”
Philippians 2:3
This week I read an article titled “Tips to Putting Others Before Yourself.” The article was very enlightening and helpful to me in my role as a father, husband, and leader. The article gave several notable tips in order to put others above yourself. The tips were:
1. Be compassionate
2. Be empathetic
3. Develop a Servant’s Heart
4. Realize that people think differently
5. Consider others welfare more important than yours
The author discussed being compassionate and encouraged others to have a desire to serve others. He
shared that finding your own joy and happiness will enable you to fill in the gaps that another person
may need filled. There are several benefits to be reaped from this but most importantly is what it will
do for your soul and how it will lift your spirits because you know that you have impacted someone
else and made a difference for them. The author encourages others to consider the needs of others
around you and try to put yourself in their shoes. He urged readers to think of how they would like to
be treated if you were in others situation. I wholeheartedly agree and embrace this because having the
right attitude while serving others goes a long way. It shows you are authentic, and you are there for
them even if it is simply to brighten their day.
According to the author you brighten others days a number of ways by doing things as simple as hav-
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ing a rough day, or simply listening and being a sound board. After discussing the value of being a
good listener the author discussed the importance of embracing the diversity of thought that others
bring with them. He lauds readers to try to see things from the perspective of others, and to take time
to consider whether the point of view is legitimate. The author opined that people do themselves a
disservice when they are not open to different ideas, opinions and perspectives.
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time and a little effort. We have everything in place in the Wharton Independent School District to be
successful. Please know that I believe in you, I see your dedication and commitment to our students on
a daily basis. It motivates me and I want you to know I am constantly thinking about you and things I
can do as a leader to ensure that you have an environment where you feel safe and where you can be
successful. I am in this with you for the long haul. We are making consistent progress daily, weekly,
and monthly even if it is not noticeable to the eye. In closing, thanks for another successful semester
and for showing up every day and giving our students the best that you have. I may not say it every
day but I appreciate you and our students do as well. #TogetherWeWill #Family
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Recognizing WISD’s Technology Support
In education, we have grown to depend on technology. With technology, comes technology support when things are not working at full
potential. In education, the term encompasses many areas of our district. Without it, departments and campuses would have a difficult time
accomplishing the normal day-to-day operations. At WISD, we have a
small but efficient group of individuals that take on the task of keeping
these devices running smoothly. Two of these individuals, Doris Dornak
and Michael Munoz, are vital members of the WISD family whose
dedication and hard work each day keep the WISD equipment updated
so they remain in the hands of our faculty and students.
Doris Dornak is an outstanding worker who has been with WISD since
the technology department was established 30 years ago. Doris takes
on any responsibility assigned with a dedication for quality. She is a
true professional and a huge part of the technology team. Doris’
primary
job is to handle the ESC, oversee the District website, and she per
forms all remote tech support.
Michael Munoz is now starting his 4thyear in the technology department.
In those 4 years, he has grown to understand the importance of timely
response to tech support. He strives to be prompt in everything he
does and has become incredibly knowledgeable in his field. He deals
with the needs of the district extremely well. Michael is very
professional and goes above and beyond to answer questions and
provide assistance to our faculty. Michael provides tech support for all
campuses.
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Literacy at Wharton ISD
The literacy team has been busy working on setting the vision, mission, and goals
for the WISD Literacy Team. They met in November and narrowed the vision to
focus on these concepts; choice, love of reading, lifelong readers and writers, and
literacy skills. They have held student focus groups at the Junior High School and
High School. Students were insightful and transparent about what they believe to
be beneficial and enhance their learning experience as well as what they would
like to see change. Here are just a few of the powerful ideas the students came
up with:

“Students should be educated on the proper way to absorb information from
high school/college textbooks”
“See how students are feeling then act on that.”

“Make kids comfortable, like don't move on and force them to write and
read...break it down for kids to understand.”
“Writing would be perfect if we could choose what we write about”

“Students will have more cooperative role when choosing what books we read,
techniques we follow, and steps we take to learn more efficiently and be more
engaged”
“To improve overall interest in reading students should be able to write academic essays on books they enjoy instead of state-provided books”
The team has created task forces for special education, English learners, elementary and secondary students. The next step for those teams is to evaluate our
current literacy programs for those particular areas and then make recommendations in the plan on how we can improve.
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Month at a Glance
December 21st—January 1st ~ District Closed/Holidays
January 4th & January 5th ~ Professional
Development/No school for students

January 6th ~ First Day of Nine Weeks
January 18th ~ District Closed/Holiday

January 29th ~ Professional Development/
No school for students

